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Introduction

Universities, among the oldest social institutions, are facing enormous pres-
sures to change. There have always been debates about the university, its
purpose, its pedagogical program, and its relationship to other social and
political structures. Today, these debates have been given renewed vigor and
urgency by the availability of advanced information and communication tech-
nologies for teaching and learning. These include computers and computer
networks, along with the software and telecommunications networks that link
them together. When these technologies are used to connect learners at a
distance, they are called “telelearning technologies.” When referring to their use
more generally, to include local as well as remote teaching innovations, they are
sometimes called “technology mediated learning” (TML).
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Despite much media attention and recent academic criticism, pressures on
universities are facilitated, but not caused, by telelearning technologies. Change
in universities is not simply a result of forces acting upon universities, but is the
result of a complex interaction of internal and external drivers. The use of
telelearning technologies intersects with a host of social, political, and eco-
nomic factors currently influencing university reform. Technology, in this
context, has become the catalyst for change, reacting with other elements in a
system to spark a reaction and a change in form and structure.
This chapter examines policy processes for the introduction of technology-
mediated learning at universities and colleges. It is based on the results of a two-
year research project to investigate policy issues that arise with the implemen-
tation of telelearning technology in universities and colleges. The focus was on
Canadian institutions of higher learning, but the issues raised are common to
higher educational institutions in other countries.  The study scanned a large
number of institutions, reviewed documents, and interviewed key actors
including government and institutional administrators, faculty, and students, to
discover the range of issues raised by the implementation of telelearning
technologies. This chapter discusses these issues and findings.

CASE Questions
• What policies or processes are in place to guide change in colleges and

universities? Who knows about these policies and participates in them?
• What are the forces behind technological change in higher education

organizations? Are they external or internal?
• Can technology be used as a tool for achieving meaningful and positive

change or is it an end to itself?
• In what ways can technology be used to increase access to education?

Doing the Right Thing and
Doing Things Right

Organizations implementing telelearning technologies often find themselves
facing a variety of new issues not encountered when delivering courses in
traditional formats. For example, telelearning technologies can provide access
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